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THE DYNAMIC-RESPONSE CHARACHiXUSTIGS OF A 35° SWEPT-WING
MINED FROM FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS 1

By~ILLIAM C. Tmmmr, &mnT C. BEom, and ~. &m %rrH

AIRPLANE AS DETER-

SUMMARY

The l.ongitudinul and lateral-directW dynumic-reqxww
ch4zracte7i8ticsof a 36° 8wepM0ing fighter-type airplane
determindfrm$ight me4wremenl.8arepre8entedand compared
wilh predictbns based on th-wetkal studia and w-ina%nnel
duta. Flights were made at an altitude of 36,000 feet covering
the Mach number range of 0.60 to 1.04. A limited amount
oj lateral-directional duta were do obtmhd at ‘1O,OOOfeet.
The$iglds con.siatid@8entiaUyof recordi~ trami-entreqonses
to pilot-applied pulied motti oj each of the three prima~
control 8urjace8. l’lwxe transient data were converted into
jrequenqprespon.seform by means of theFoun2r trmwforrnation
and compared ui!h predicted re4ponae8 caikulutedj%m the
lla.siceguaiiorulof ?nQt&7n. The eguu.tions, or tnmwferfwnc-
i%n.s, that bed dk.wribeh oati mw.red rapomwc were-
ecaluaied by a cwrve$t.ti.ngproce88 involving the use of t@n-
pluttx and an an&g computer. By thismet@d ii wa generaJly
po88ible tojind equutions, of .$impleform, that closely matched
the ezperimentu-lfiequency reqxmxe-cbetween1 ad 10 Tadi.mw
per 8econd ami at i!lw8ame time adequa.t.dyciixcribed & re-
coro2dtin-whtitoria.

ExperinwntaUy determined tramfer functions G-ire used for
tlw evaktion of the 8tab’i@ O?erivatiw tit h4Lvei%+?gmtest
e~ect on the dynamic recponae of the airplmw. The vakx of
these derivutiws, in mostcam-v,agreedfavorably &th predictti
over theMach numberrange of the te8t.

INTRODU(YITON

In the design of automatic-contiol equipment for high
performance aircraft, the dynamic response charactaristigs
of the aircraft must be considered. It is desirable to express
these characteristics as transfer functions which are expres-
sions that describe the motion of the airplane for the various
flight conditions of interest. The airplane can then be rep-
resented M a single element in a mo~e complex closed-loop
system.

Often these dynamic characteristics oan be predicted by
using stability derivatives obtained from wind-tunnel tests.
In many cases, however, particularly in the tiansonic speed
range, flighhtest procedures are desirable to document the
dynamic behwior of the airplane. Flight tesb also serve
the additional purpose of enabling comparisons w be made
with predicted results, thus aiding in the development of
more refined prediction methods.

This report describes the results of a flight investigation
in which the dynamic-response characteristics of a 350
swephwing airplane have been evaluated through the Mach
number range of 0.50 to 1.04. Responses to transient
rather than sinusoidal control inputs have been chosen for
analysis because of convenience in making flight measure-
ments. Certain useful information oan be obtained directly
from data recorded in transienbtime-history form; however,
when converted to frequency response form, the dynamic
response of the aircraft is presented in a standard manner
independent of the particular input used, and the dynamic
charaotwistics are more readily apparent. The frequency-
response data are ho applicable to analysis by conventional
servomechanism methods.

Experimental frequency responses & be described by
analytical expressions termed” trmfer functions” which are
evaluated by a method utilizing a set of frequency-response
templates and an analog computar. Whenever possible, the
coefficients of these transfer functions are’ expressed in
conventional stabilityderivative form and compared with
wind-tuunel and theoretical wtimates. ‘
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NOTATION

lift coefficient
roll.infj-moment coefficient
pitching-moment coefficient ‘ -
yawing-moment coeilicient
side-force coefficient

the operator, $

moments of inertia about the X, Y, and Z axes,
Slug-fta

product of inertia, slug-fta . ‘
Mach number
real and imaginary parts of a complex quantity”
wing area, Sq ft
velooity, ft/sec
weight of airplane, lb
wing span, ft
mean aerodynamic chord, ft
acceleration due to gravity, ft/se&

-J=
mass of airplane, slugs .
normal acceleration, V(&—g), ft/see? (except as

noted) :
1Su@es -tiy de@19sWedNAOARM MlQ’Xi’by WilliamO.~pkit andC+.AUmSmi@ andNAOAIiM As2117by WiIltamO.(hiPbttendStuartO.Brown.
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rolling velocity, radians/see
pitching velocity, radians/see

% ra&ns/se2
&
dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft
yawing velocity, rad.ians/sec
time, sec
angle of attack, radians (except as noted)
da
—2 radians/see
&
sidedip angle, radians (except as noted)
flight-path angle, deg
control deflection, radians (except as noted)
total aileron deflection, radians (except as noted)
elevator deflection, rackns (ex~pt = noted) -
ruddar deflection, radians (except as noted)
damping ratio
root of the characteristic equation
real part of a complex root
angle of bank, radians
phase angle, deg
angle of yaw, radians
frequency, radiam+sec
natural frequency of oscillation, radiam+sec
undamped natural frequen~, radians/see

act
t@/2v)’ ‘er am

acl
b(rb/2v)’ ‘w ‘m
acz
q’ Per radian

ac.
a@b/2v)”= ‘dm

acn
a(t-b/2v)’ ‘w ‘m
acx
~~ Per radian

acy
~P er radian

acl
~P er radian

ac.
~’ Per radian

Q Pw ~tim
da

dCL
~~ Per radian

dCm
~’ Per radian

dCm
~~ Per radian

dCm
d(qc/2V)’ ‘W ‘m

dCm
d(&c/2V)’ ‘W ‘a&m

ac=
~’ Per radian

‘m CZP,per sec2VI=

= Cl,) per sec2VI=

~ Ctfi,per se@

$ sinY, per”sec

LP+r=NP, per sec
Lp+r=Nfl, per se@
N,+TzL,, per sec

NB+TZLB, per see+
&I-r=N6) per seti
N8+TZLE, per see?

TEST EQUIPMENT

The test airplanewas a standard North American F-86A-6
airplane with external instrument booms added aa shown in
iigure 1. The physical characteristic of this airplane are
described in table I.
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FIGUREI.—Two-view drawing of teat airplane.

Standard NACA instruments were used in measuring the
following quantities: Pitching, rolling, and yawing velocities
were measured by rate gyros with direct optical recording.
Normal acceleration was measured by an airdamped vane-
typo accelerometer. Elevator, rudder, and aileron defle~
tions were measured by control position transmitters that
were linked directly to the control surfaces, and were re-
corded on an oscillograph Angles of attack and sideslip
were measured by a vane-type pickup and recmded on au
oscillograph. True Mach number and altitude were obtained
from the nose-boom airspeed system described in reference 1.
All recordings were synchronized at O.1-second intervals by
a common timing circuit.

The rate gyros used to measure angular velocities and the
accelerometer each had a sufficiently high natural frequency
so that corrections to the data for instrument dynamics
were not required. Tests of the control position recorders
also indicated negligible dynamic kig through the frequency
range of interest,

TEST PROCEDURES

The ilight-test procedures consisted of recording airplane
responses to pulse-type disturbances of each of the three
control surface9separately. Flights were made at an altitude
of 35,OOOfeet through the Mach number range of 0.50 to
1.o4. The trim lift coefficient varied from 0.51 to 0.12. A
limited amount of data were also obtained at an altitude of
10,000 feet over this range.

During each test run one control surface waa deflected and
then returned to the trim position to provide a pulse input
while the other two surfaces were held tied. After applica-
tion of the pulse, all three surfaces were held fixed until the
oscillatory motion of the aircraft had ewentidly subsided.
Sample time histories of airplane re9ponse9 to the three
ccntiol-surface inputs are shown in iigures 2 and 3. The
variation with Mach number of trim angle of attack and
trim elevator angle are plotted in iigure 4.

All flight runs at speeds below a Mach number of 0.f15
were initiated from trimmed level flight, but to obtain data
at the higher speeds it was necessary to dive the airplane.
Altitude changes up to 2,OOOfeet were encountered during
each diving run although there was little variation in Mach
number. For analysis purposes the altitude and dynamic
pressure were assumed constant at their average values
during each run.

91 , , , , , , , r , , 1
— Experimental data

—— Results of analoaue comauter

I ! 1 1 1 1 1
1

1 1 t 1 ,

I1 I I I I I I i I I 1 ! I t 1
“’o .4

I
.s 12 1.620242S’.’

Time, ~ sec

FIGH 2.-Sample tight records of normal acceleration, pitchfng
velocity, and elevator angle at a Ma& number of 0.81.
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+2 r, , , 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
w’
~1 — Experimental data

—— Results of analogue computer

-.4 I I

-2 I I I , , 1 , 1 1 I

(a) Rudder input.
0

‘FIGUIUI3.-Sample flight records of yawing velooity, rolling velooity,
and sidxlip angle at a Mach number of 0.81.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The procedures used in determmm. “ g the airplane re9ponse
-characteristics from the measured transient time histories
.crm be divided into three distinct steps which are outlined
-in the following sections. Thae are: frequency response
-calculations, evaluation of transfer functions, and a final
-check utilizing an analog computer. Wherever possible,
stability derivatives are -acted from the coefficients of
the transfer functions.

PEEQUENCYE=PONSE CALCULATIONS

The iht step involves the ccmvemion of transient time
I&tories into the frequency domain.

Under certain conditions a time function such as the
-pitching veloci~ q(t) can be transformed
-frequency function q(h) by means of the
irelation

q(t20)=J” q(t)e-btd
0. . .

into a complex
Fourier integral

(1)
..

This integral must be evaluated from time zero to infinity
for each frequency a at which q(i~) is desired. Obviously,
the integration can be accomplished only if the behavior of
q(t) is known for an infinite time. Since q(t) can be measured
only for a finite time T, itis neceswxy for the system to
reach steady-state conditions before time T such thnt g(t)

may be qressed analytically between the time limits T
and infinity. In addition, the product q(t)e-fi’ must con-
verge as tapproaches infinity.

Examination of the data used in this analysis showocl that
in every case the responses and the forcing function becamo
constant after a tite time interval T. In the case of the
pitching-velocity response to an elevator input these steady-
state values may be expressedaag(T) and 6.(T), respectivolyj
and thus equation (1) may be divided into two parts as
follows :

JtiL)=JoTdt)e-*~ti+q(T)~e-’”’dt

~1
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(b) Aileron input,

FIcmxn 3:-Ckmcluded. “
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Mach number

FIGUREA.—variation of trim angkof-attwk and trim elevator angle
with Mach number.

The second integral can be evaluai%d analytically so that

(2)

For computational purposes equation (2) may be divided
into its real and imaginary parts represented by the symbols
R nnd I, respectively, so that

g(b)=R+iI
where

R=–qd#S~ .T+ s,Tq(t) COSd dt

T
I.–m ~s UT–

u s
g(t) sin cotdt

o

The two integrals involving the transient part of q(t) may
m~y be evaluated by any of several approximation methods.
In rmrdyzingthe data of this report, Simpson’s rule was used
to find the area under the product curves g(t) cos at and
q(t) sin & Values of g(t) were tabulated at 0.05*econd
interds and the integrations were carried out at each
integral value of frequency from 1 to 10 radians per second.

After obtaining the numerical values of B and I at each
frequency, q(ir.o)can be expressedin polar notation such that-

where the amplitude, Iql= ~- and the angle, @@=
arc tan I/R.

The above integration process was repeated for the elevator
forcing function 6,(t) to determine

t,(b) = [he]e%

41807247—77

The ratio of gJ8flis then expressed as

where ]@.1 is the amplitude ratio and @gIt, is the phase
difference between the two quantities, @~—@6..

Similar calculations were made for the normal acceleration
response to an elevator input and for the rolling, yawing, and
sideslip responses to both rudder and aileron inputs.

In order that flight-teat results can be correlated directly
with wind-tunnel measurements it is sometimes desirable to
correct the angular velocities measured in flight so that they
conform to the system of stabfity axes rather than the body
axea about which the recording instruments are dined. The
necessary correction is described in Appendix A.

A further cmsideration in frequency-response calculations
is the shape of the forcing function. As discussedin Appendix
B, the type of input used in flight defhitely places a limit on
the ammacy of the FOU.&W~dy&. h generdjti obtti
the widest usable frequency range, a pulse input should be
used. When low frequencies are desired, a step input is
preferable, although this type of disturbance may result in
motions that exceed the ranges of linearity.

The final result of the above calculations is a graphical
representation of the airplane transfer function (frequency
response) for a given teat condition. This is plotted as
curves of amplitude ratio and phaae angle versus frequency.
The remainder of this section of the report is concerned with
the determination of analytical expressions for these curves.

Reference 2 is one of many sources that explain in more
detail the use of the Fourier transform for problems of this
type.

DETEFtMINAmONOFTRANSFBILFUNCTIONCOEFFICZENIW

Dynamic-response templates.—A graphical method -was
used to find the type of transfer function that best defines
each of the measured frequency responses. Numerical
valuea of the transfer coeilicients were also determined in
the same operation. This method involved the use of a set
of templatxwdeveloped by C. S. Draper of the Instrumenta-
tion Laboratory- of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. These templates are described fully in reference 3,
and their design is based on the following considerations:

1. A rational function of complcw frequency D can, in
general, be expressed as

D+(JJ (D+G.) . . . (D+(ZJW2=+D+6J(D+6J...(D+h) (3)

where the ai and & may be either real or complex, and, if
complczr, always appear as conjugate pairs and where K is
any real number. When ai is a real number, a factor
(D+a,) maybe expressed as

:(l+,D)

where r=~. When a~and a,+l area complex conjugate pair

the two factms (D+ai) (D+a,+,) can be expanded, by intro-
ducing new coefficients, into the form (lY+2~@+un’)
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The terms : and Umzthat appear outside the parentheses,

being r~ numb~, may be grouped together titi tie
multiplying factor K When an a~or & ti zero then a factor
D will be present in either the numerator or the denominator.
Then, F(D) in factored form wiIl czmsist entirely of combi-
nations of the three forms.

Siice we are interested only in the steady-state fi”equency
response, the complex v~ble D w be repw by the
frequency variable b, (where ~) and each of the
three factma maybe written in polar form as follows:
For (l+TD),

l+rh=~~d efsx (4)
where

@l=tan-1 T@

where

and for D
&= Q@% (6)

where
@3=@u-1 coago”

2. When 7U is taken as a nondimensional frequency
variable, all iirstrorder terms of the form (1+*) can be
defied by a single amplitude curve and a single phase-angle
curve as shown in &ure 5. In a similar manner all possible

second-order terms of the form 1+2~ ~+(~~g can be

defined by a family of curves with U/USas th~non&mnsional
frequency vaxiable. There will be a diihrent pair of curves
for each value of damping ratio{, as shown in ilgure 6. For
the factor b (eq. (6)) the amplitude is simply equal ~ a and
the phase rmgleis a constant 90°.

3. Since a typical transfer function may consist. of more
than one of these factors in both numerator and denominator,
it is of great advantage to plot the amplitudes to a logarithmic
scale sc that multiplication or division of factors of the type
shown in equations (4) to (6) may be accomplished by mere
graphical addition of the amplitudes. The nondimensional
frequency has also been plotted to a logarithmic scale as
shown in figures 5 and 6. Then as frequency approaches
either zero or infinity the amplitudes become asymptotic to
straight lines. In both figures as frequency decreases the
amplitudes approach asymptotically the value of unity. At
high frequencies the amplitude of (1+%) is essentially
equal to TWand thus it plots as a striaght line of slope 1 (@.
5). Similarly, the amplitude of a secondarder term ap-

()
1

preaches the value : m frequency increases and is

m.ymptotic to a straight line of slope 2. Since a second+rder

—

—

/

—

/

—

/

—

—

.
.

l-w

Fnmm i3.-V&tion of the iirst-order term (1+7+) with~nondi-
mensional frsquenoy 7d.

tam of this type norndly appearain the denominator, it has
been plotted as

F+’’%+(%)l-’

and thus the slope of the amplitude curve is —2 (fig. 6). In
both plots the asymptotes intersect at unity on the non-
dimensional frequency scale. This intersection is termed
“the breakpoint.”

The phase angles are plotted to a linear scale because when
factors of the types shown in equations (4) to (6) are com-
bined, the resultant phase angle of F(D) is merely the alge-
braic sum of the iudividueJ angles. It can be seen in figures
6 and 6 that the angles of these first- and secondader terms
appioach 90° and —180°, respectively, at high frequencies.
Thus an amplitude slope of 1 corresponds to an angle of 90°,
while a slope of —2 corresponds to an angle of —180°. In
general, as u approaches iniinity the amplitude of 7(D)
approaches Kw(n-”), where n and m axe defined in equation
(3). Then the amplitude slope is equal to (n-m) on the
logarithmic plot and the phase angle is 90(n–m)0.

The templates used in the analysis of the data were rtccu-
rate representations of the curves shown in figures 6 and 6
cut from tminsparentmateri~ with the breakpoints marked.
Twelve paim of secand~rder tamplates were included in tho
set to give values of damping ratio from 0.1 to 1.0 in
increments of 0.1 and in addition values of 0.06 and 0.16.
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(o)

WI%

(a) Amplitude.

FmIJIW 6.–Vmistion of the second-order term [1+2i-~+~~)’]-’

with nondimensional frequenoy for various ‘values of damping
ratio.

Tho computed frequency-response data (amplitude ratios
and phase anglea) were plotted to the smne logarithmic scale
as the templates, and then by a trial-and-emor approaoh the
template or combination of templates that best matched
the given dnta was determined. To determine the proper
combination, various amplitude templatea were positioned
in such a way that their algebraic sum matched the experi-
mental amplitude ratio curve. For each amplitude tem-
plate the corresponding phase-angle template was placed
on the experimental phase-angle curve so that the break-
point of each pair was alined with respect to frequency.
Tho various pairs of templatea were then adjusted until the
sum of the individual amplitudes and phase angka most
nearly matched the teat data. The frequency at which the
breakpoint of each pair occurred (u.) was noted and then
the appropriate valuea of r and a%were determined directly,
since for each tit-order term

1
T———

@B

and for each second+rder term

Wfl=~B

In general, each factor will have a diiferent breakpoint.
At first glance, this procedure may seem axtremely tedious

but it has been found that with practice one can determine
coticients quite rapidly in this manner. For a more com-
plete description of the principles involved in this type of
graphical representation reference 4 is recommended.

Analog Computer.—As a final step in the calculations a
Reeves amdog computer was used to refine the previously
determined values of transfer-function coe.flicients. This
was accomplished by placing the actual time histories of
the control motion into the computer by means of an input
table. Then this input was fed into a circuit reprsmnting
the equations of motion as obtained in the previous step and
the outputs of the machine were obtained. These outputs
were compared to the actual time histories of the airplane
reaponsca as obtained in flight. By changing dial settings
on the computer the transfer coefficients could be adjusted
until the output of the computer most nearly matched the
actual @ght data. (Such a comparison is shown in figs. 2
and ,3.). Thus, in addition b providing a refinement of -the
codicienta obtained with the templates, this step also
resulted in a check of all previous calculations. In general,
operations of this type can be conveniently accomplished
on the computer only when the form of the transfer function
is blown.

L(b)

-1s0,
.. )

(yW”

(b) PhB& angla
FIGURE6.—ConcludecL

o
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following paragraphs the longitudinal c&wacter-
istics and the Iataraldirectional chmacteristics are discussed
separately. Fligh&evaluated frequency responses, transfer
functions, and stabih~ derivativea me presented and
compared with predictions based on wind-tunnel data and
theoretical studies.

LON~mAL RESPONSECHABACTERBTIC3

Frequency response.-Plotted in figure 7 are typical
fLight-evaluated frequenq- responses of pitching velocity
and normal acceleration to elevator inputs. The purpose
of these figures is to show general trends with varying Mach
number, and therefore smooth curves have been faired
through the calculated teat points. Inmost wcs more thsn
one flight record was snalyzed at each flight speed snd only
at the highest speeds was there appreciable inconsistency.
Each transient record was analyzed through the frequency
ramgeof 1 to 10 radians per second and some scatter in the
data was noted at either end of the frequency range. For
this reason, as well as for clarity, portions of some of the
responses have been omitted from iigure 7.

The amplitude-ratio plots show the increase in natural
frequency snd the decrease in amplitude which reflect the
changes in static margin and elevator electiveness with
Mach number.

To afford a comparison with estimatea made from wind-
tunnel data, typical frequency responses for a Mach number
of 0.81 have been replotted in figure 8. Shown here are the
actual data points obtained from a singIe transient input.
Also ahown as solid lines are responses predicted by use of
the stability derivatives of table II (ref. 5) and hansfer
functions developed in Appendix C. The scatter between
individual data points is typical for responses in the lower
speed range; at Mach numbers near 1.0, however, there was
somewhat more scatter in the individual data points.

Transfer funotions and stabili~ derivatives.-The airplane
transfer functions were determined tim the frequency re-
sponses of figure 7 by using the templates described in the
Analysis Section. Final vshs of the coefficients were
obtained from the analog computer by matching the original
time histories. It was found that the airplane responses
could be adequately deiined by trader functions of the
form:

q_ CJ+CW
x–D’i-bD+k

and

co.
;=Dz+bD+k

h indicated in iigure 2 the output of the analog computer
closely matched the transient motions messured in flight.
These equations are also of the ssme form as the theoretical
transfer functions developed in Appendix C.

The vsriation with Mach number of the coefficients con
and f are plotted in figure 9. The damping-ratio curve wss
faired in accordsme with additional data which more clearly
defined the sharp vari@ions between Mach number of 0.88

and 0.95. An indication of the consistency of the data is
given~by the scatter of the points at ench flight speed,

3 51 I I AM= .691 I I I I I

~4 I 1/ ,-591

01 I 1 I I 1 I I I I

Freuuency, q rodionskc

(a) Pitching velooity response to elevator input.

~amm~7.-Lcrngitudinal frequenoy respomw at vsrlous fllght Maoh
numbem at an altitude of 35,000 feet.
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(b) Normal acceleration response to elevator input,

FIGURE7.—Conoluded.
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1
.1 ‘ t , r , , , I

FIGURE 9.—Vmiation of longitudinal unckmped natural frequency
and damping ratio with Maoh number.

Plotted in &ures 10 and 11 are the stability derivatives
GLa, C~6t,and C~Q+C~&. These were evaluated from the

transfer coefficients as indicated in Appendix C. Because of
the difficulty in finding reliable values of the ccwflicient
C.e, whd-tunnel wdues of CL=(also shown in fig. 10) were
usidto calculate Cme+C=&. Comparisons are made with
estimates shown in table II and in the case of C.a the results
of this investigation axe compared to unpublished static
flight data.

LATEEALDIEEGTIONALRESPONSECHARACrERl!WIC9

Frequency responses.-Plotted in figure 12 are typical
flighi%valuated frequency responses of rolling velocity,
yawing velocity, and sidedip angle to rudder and also to
aileron inputs. These were all obtained at an altitude of
35,000 feet; responses at 10,000 feet showed similar character-
istic and have not been plotted. As in the case of the
longitudinal frequency responses smooth curves have been
faired through the calculated test points.

The responsca to rudder inputs have not been plotted at
frequencies greater than 8 radians per second because there
was considerable scatter and ah a lack of welldeiined trends
in the data at the higher frequencies. The aileron responses,
however, are shown to 16 radians per second. Wherever
necessary for clarity or because of erratic data, parts of some
of the curves have been omitted. The P/& response is shown
at only three speeds because of a failure in the side&p-angle
recording system.
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With minor exceptions, the curves show consistent and
gradual variations with Mach number. One such exception
can be seen in figures 12 (d) and 12 (e) where the amplitudw
of p/&and r/~=at a Mach number of 0.61 lack the customary
resonant peaks. This is the result of time histmiea in which
there was no oscillatory motion. This unusual characteristic
can be explained by reference to the predicted transfer func-
tions developed in Appendix C and discussed in the following
section. The predicted ~/6= response equation for a Mach
number of 0.6 at 35,000 feet is

P_ 21.1D(D’+0.455D+ 6.74)
~(D+0.00113)(D+ 2.203)(D9+0.438D+7.25)

It can be seen that the two quadratic terms are nearly identi-
cal and thus the oscillatory mode is effectively canceled.
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Fmum 12.-Gcmtinued.

Since rolling and yawing motions are coupled, the r/& re-
sponse must exhibit the same characteristics at this particu-
lar speed.

Another interesting point with regard to @me 12 (e) is
the wide variation in phase anglea at different flight speeds.
Predicted transfer functions indicate that at low speeds
(below- a Mach number of 0.7) where Cs,=is negative, the

phase angles approach —270° _ptOticdy with incxeaaing
frequency. Unpublished wind+unnel data indicate that
near a Mach number of 0.7 there is a transition in which
C,aa becomes positive and consequently three of the co-

eflicienta in the numerator of the tmmdsr function change
sign. The result is an increaae of 180° in the high-frequency
phase lag.
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The frequency-response teatpoints derived from ~t data
at a Mach number of 0.81 have been replotted in figure 13
which shows all six responses for the 35,000-foot altitude.
These reaulta are typical in indicating the degree of scatter
usually encmmtared in the Fourier analysis of a particuhm
flight record. Plotted as solid lines for comparison are pre-
dicted responses that have been calculated using estimates
of the vsxious stability derivative presented in table II,
which were obtained from reference 6 and also from wind-
tunnel tests by the manufacturer. These calculations were
made aa shown in Appendix C, using the exact linear fourth-
order response equations. The agreement between measured
and predicted responses is generally good ~cept, in some
cases, at the extremes of the teat frequency range. This is
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Fmmm 13.—Comparison of experimental and predicted lateral

directional frequenoy reqxmsea at a Mach number of 0.81 (altitude
35,000 feet).

particularly notiwable in iigure 13 (d) where the measured
frequency response of p/& indicatea a mode of motion not
emuiistent with the rigid-body equations of Appendix 0.
The increase in phase angle and the “up-turn” in the ampli-
tude curve at high frequencies indicate the presence of an
additional mode which is probably related to the primary
bending frequency of the wing (about 8 cps).
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FICHJEE13.—Continued.

In addition ta the pulse-type inputs, a step disturbance of
the rudder was used in one instance at a Mach number of
0.81 in order to define more clearly the low-frequency por-
tiong of the p/8, and T/6,frequency responses. EeauRs of
this analysis from 0.1 to 1.0 radians per second are plotted in
figures 13 (a) and 13 (b) and verify the prediction of a sharp
attenuation in amplitude of r/6,at a frequency of 0.4 radian
per second.

Also shown as dotted lines in @urea 13 (b), (c), and (d) are

—a 0 Experimental dots-pulse input
5 — Predicted response from exoct equotion

1.0––— Predicted response from s“~lifled equation
I 1 I I I I I t

Frequency, w rodionti=

(d) Rolling velocity response to aileron input.

Fmurm I’d.-Continued.

,reaponsea computed from predicted transfer functions that
have been simplified as indicated in the following paragraphs.

THEomc.u TRANSFERFuNcrIoNs

It is shown in Appendix C that the characteristic equation
A can be factored into the form

A=D(D–AI) (D–~,)(~+C,D+@)

where XI and ~~are the spiral tmd rob roots, respectively,
and where c1and c-gare eoefEcients that define the oscillatory
mode. By neglecting Al (which is usually very small) and by
omitting other smill terms that appear in the numerators of
the various response equations, three of the six responsesmay
be reducwd i% the following simple forms:

(7)
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It is also shown that by making additional assumptions as
to relative magnitude-s, the coefficients AS,cl, and G can be
expressed as .LP,– (N,+ ~p), and Np’, respectively. Fur-
thermore, since Ba-NJ,’ and &= LJ=’,equations (7) can be
written as

r N,-’D,
FD9—(N,+Y~)D+N~’ (Sa)

(8b)

(%)

It can be seen that in equations (8a) and (8b) the spiral
and rolling modes are completely neglectid, and yet, as shown
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FIWRB 13.—Conoluded.

in figures 13 (b) and. (c), these simplified transfer functions
yield reaponsea that are almost identical to those obtained
from the “exact” equations for frequenoiea greder than 1
radian per second. Similarly, the response computed from
equation (SC) closely matches the exaot response (fig. 13 (d))
over the frequency range shown except that it omits the small
peak normally associated with the oscihtmy mode, The
spiral mode which haa been neglected in all three simple
equations appeara to have no effect on the calculated &
plane response except at frequencies well below 0.1 radian
per second.

=E~TALLY DE~ TRANSPBRFUNCrIONE
In the amdysis of the tlight data it was found that the

frequency responsesof r/&, 19/L$,,and P/ticcould be successfully
simulated by simple transfer functions of the same forms as
equations (7). Solutions of these equations on the analog
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computar, using final “best” values of the numerical co-
efficients with actual control motions M recorded in flight,
resulted in outputs that closely matched the measured time
histories of r, & and p as shown in @ure 3. This fact implies
that the modes of motion that are neglected in each case have
very little effect on the time response to a pulse-type input.

By use of the cmflicients that beat describe the measured
time histories, frequency responses were calculated for com-
parison with those derived directly horn flight data. Ex-
amples of these calculations are shown by the dashdot lines
in figures 13 (b) and (d). These curves, in general, match
the experimental points closely for frequencies between 1
and 10 radians per second.

It is apparent from equations (8a) and (8b) that the same
information can be obtained horn either r/&or B16,. Coef-
ficients evaluated from each of these responses agreed favor-
ably in most mace,;however, because of indications that the
yaw rate gyro possessed dynamic characteristics superior to
them of the sideslip vane, only the yawing velocity reaponaea
were used in the final calculations. Natural frequency and
damping ratio of this mode are plotted in iigure 14.

Mach tJumber

I?murm 14.-Variation of directional undamped natural frequonoy
and damping ratio with Mach numkr.

The transfer functions of the three remaining responses
P16,, r/&, and fI/6= were not amenable to simpli&ation.
Howevor, it was found that the p/8, response could be

matched satisfactorily by a transfer function of the type

P ul(D+@J (D+G)
&=(D–&) (D9+CJI+G)

which is the same form w developed in Appendix C except
that the spiral mode has been neglected. AE written here,
al is identical to LJ,’ while q and G are complicated combina-
tions of derivatives that cannot be readily simplified. Al-
though this equation closely describes the measured time
histories (@. 3), it was difiicult to fid unique values of the
numerator coefficients. Changes in one of these could be
compensated for by correapcmdingchanges in the other two,
and the valuea were not considered to be reliable enough for
pre9ent.ation.

Definition of the r/6= and I?/6aresponses required fourth-
order transfer functions that include all three modes and,
becatie of practical difficulties involved, no attempt was
made to evaluate the coeflicienta of these responses.

STABILYYYDERIVATIVES
In addition to the quantities L,, N,+ YP, N@’, Na,’, and

La=’, that were determined as mentioned in the preceding
paragraphs, the coetkient Lp’ -ivasevaluated from the time ~
histories of rolling and yawing velocity as outlined in Ap-
pendix D.

The quantities Np, L6, Na,, and La=~ th~ be calculated
from N@’, Lp’, Na~, ~d La: by using the followhg expT*
sions obtained from the relationships developed in Appendix
c:

NB’–T&i
N~= ~—T=Tz

~=&&i7’

Na,’*zLa,’
Na,= ~_TxTz

.La~’-T=Na~’
Laa= ~—T=TZ . .

Because TXand TZare very small quantities, wind-tunnel
estimatea of La,’ were assumed to be sufficiently accurate
to use in the calculation of Ntr. The term rxNa=’ was
completely neglected in evaluating La..

Finally, horn the definitions given in the notation it is
possible to evaluate the derivatives Cl@ CSB,Cifl, C~a,,and

Cla=.

The analysis methods used herein do not allow-the separa-
tion of the damping term N,+ Yp. As compared to N,, the
term Yp is small and can generally be predicted accurately
horn wind-tunmd measurements. Therefore values of Ci-P
given in table II were used in caloukiting C., fr6m the
quantity N,+ YP.
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The flight evaluated derivativ~ for both altitudea are
plotted against Mach number in @ures 15 and 16. These
are compared to the predicted values listed in table IL
Through the speed range of the test the predictions for both
altitudca are essentially the same, except as noted in the
plot of C,b.

The correlation between predicted derivative and those
evaluated from flight at 35,000 feet is generally good except,
in some cases, at speeds near a Mach number of 1.0 where
the predictions are apt to be inaccurate. Unpredicted varia-
tions with altitude are also apparent in the flight values of
CIP,Cm,,and Cw; At a Mach number of 0.8 the value of

C=, for 10,000 feet is less than one half the value at 35,000
feet. Night data of reference 6 when exprcsmd in this form

.Jr indicatea the sameshow a similar trend. The plot of C

tendency to a lesser degree, while the 10,000-foot va@e of
0,9 (at d4=0.8) is some 50 percent higher than the value at
36,OOOfeet. A possible explanation for these discrepancies
is that since dynamic pressurevaries with altitude, structural
deflections due to aerodymmic and inertial loads may cause
changes in the eflective values of the derivatives.

Values of Czbdetermined in the present investigation agree
favorably with wind-tunnel results, while those reported in
reference 7 (obtained from static flight tests of the same air-
plane) are much smallerin magnitude. It appears, however,
that-the results of reference 7 are subject to error because of
we &npli@g assumptions made. A more rigorous ap-
proach would have rcauh%din larger valuea of this derivative.

Emmination of iigure 16 shows the control effectiveness
derivatives (Ztar and C’laa to have similar variations with

increasing Mach numb~, aud in each case the measurecd
vrdues are generally smaller than predicted. Values of Cla=

obtained in the present investigation agree closely with those
presented in reference 8 which again ware evaluated from
flight measurements of the same airplane.

In this investigation there was no evidence of nonlinear
variations of rolling or yawing-moment coeiiicients with
p, r, or /3. This was concluded because (1) the period and
damping of the oscillations following a control input were
essentially constant in every case (no systematic variation9
with amplitude), and (2) the experimental time histories
could be matched, in general, by differential equations with
constant coeilicients.

No conclusions are drawn as to nonlinear moment cOeili-
cient variations with & or & because the magnitudes of the
control inputs ~~e not vaxied appreciably during the. tests.
Th6y-wer6-stuaUenollgh, however, so that it could be assumed
that the linear ranges were not exceeded.

CONCLUDING ItEMARK8

A flight investigation has been performed on a 35° swept-
wing @lane in which the dynamic response characteristics
were measured. Transient responses to elevator, rudder,
and aileron deflections were recorded through the Mach
number range of 0.50 to 1.04. The following remarks can
be made regarding the longitudinal and lateral-directional
characteristic.
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LONGITUD~ALCHARAC~TICS

Pitching velocity and normal-acceleration reaponsea could
be defined by simple secondader transfer functions as
predicted from linear equations of motion. Except for the
wratic variation in pitch damping between Maoh numbers
of 0.90 to 0.95, experimentally determined stability deriva-
tives showed no unusual trends and agreed reamnably weIl
with wind-tunnel predictions.

LATEE~DISECTIONALCHARACTERISTICS

Airplane responses in yawing velocity- and side&p angle
duo to rudder disturbance were represented by second+rder
transfer functions that are related solely to the oscillatory
mode. Simple tit-order equations adequately ddned the
rolling velocity response to an aileron input. b either case
the simp~ed equations cIosely defined the measured time
histories while describing the frequency responses through
the range of 1 to 10 radians per second.

Fourth-order transfer functions calculated from the basic
equations of motion using wind-tunnel and theoretical esti-
mates of the various stability derivative could be simplified
by neglecting small quantities and by making approximate
cancellations until they were of the same form as those
ovrduatid from flight data. Furthermore, it w-aspossible to
express the coefficients of these transfer functions in terms
of individual stability derivative. Frequency responses com-
puted from these simpli6ed equations were almost identical
(between 1 and 10 radians per second) to those computed
from the exact fourth-order transfer functions, and when
compared with experimental results there was generally good
agreement. Thus it is concluded that the simplified transfer
functions form a reliable basis not only for estimating air-
plane responses but also for the flight evaluation of stability
derivatives, and the methods used here are felt to be suf&
ciently general to apply to any conventional airplaine.

Experimental valuea of the derivatives Cmfl,C,~, C,,, G,,

C~3,,and C~t=mmpmed favorably with predictions, baaed on
theory and wind-tunnel measurements, at Mach numbers
below 0.95, while at higher speeds, where predictions are
questionable, there was some deviation. There were also
notable discrepancies in flight values of CZPand C*,, ob-
tained at the 10,000 foot altitude, which were attributed to
structural deformations resulting from aerodynamic and in-
ertia loads. Additional evidence of aeroelaaticity appeared
when the Fourier analysis for p/8= was extended to hw-
quenciea beyond 10 radiane per second; the frequency
response showed evidence of aeroelastic deformation which
appeared as an additional mode of motion not eonsiskmt
with rigid airplane theory.

AafRsAEJEONAUTICALlk4BoRAT0RY
NATIONA&ADmsoEY CommrrnE FOR &iIEONAWICS

MOFFEYJWtiLD, CALIF., Sept. 17, 1962
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APPENDIX A
TRANSFFJt OF AXES

The equations of motion normally used in airplane dy-
namics are based on a system of axes fixed in the airplane
in -d&h the X axis is the intareeotion of the plane of sym-
metry and a plane perpendicular to the plane of symmetry
that contains the relative wind vector. These are normally
referred to as stability axes. The angular displacement
between the longitudinal stability axis and the reference
axis of the airplane is equal to the trim angle of attack a~.
Since recording instruments are generally dined with the
reference axis, measurements of angular rates may be
corrected to conform to stability mea notation as indicated
in figure 17. Here p and r are vector components of the
resultant rotation of the airplane, and the subscript 1 refers
to the reference or body axes.

/x’

P,/\

rl
L

//”
,/

\
z ZI

I?Imnm 17.—Transfer of axes.

From figure 17 it can be seen that

. . T=T1@8@-pi Sk aT.- . ..
Side&p angles can be transformed by the relation

‘ ,...:, ‘tan @=&n /31 cos ar .

For most purI”oses these’”conversions are required only
when the angle of attaok is large. b this investigation it
wae found that the corrections to rolling velocity could be
neglected in all cases ~eoause of the high roll to yaw ratio
when using either a rudder or- aileron input. In the cases
of t-heyawing velocity- rqoordg, however, the correction was
sizab16,particularly witi tliti aileron input. The correction
to /3was negleoted in every case.

L.:=_ .
. ... .
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APPENDIX B
CONTROL INPUTS

When freqtiency responses are to be calculated from
transient records, care should be given to the choice of a
suitable forcing fun&ion. The frequency range through
which accurate transformations can be obtained is definitely
limited by the shape of the control input. Theoretically,
a pure impulse (zero time duration) is the most desirable
input for dl purposes because it gives uniform recitation
to the entire frequency spectrum. The transform of a step
input, on the other h~d, h~ a m~~de that V~W
inversely with frequency and thus gives infinite excitation
to the zero frequenoy component at the expense of the
higher fiequenciea

The nearest physical approach to a pure impulse is an
input that is roughly triangular in shape as shown in figure 18.
Letting a equal the slope and T equal the time base of the
triangle, the Fourier transformation of this input can be
obtained horn tlm relation

J
T

13(iw)= ~(t)e-i~’dt
o

Integration redta in a transformation with the following
real and imaginary parts:

‘=$cosw-+)
‘=9+++

@l)

(B2)

18

Frequency, w, mdions/sec

FIWJZE 18.—Fourier transform magnftudea of a step, an impulse, smd
two tifbnguk-shaped inputs

The magnitude of the transformation & then

It can be seen that ]~1is periodic and is zero when u=4zIT,
8Z]T, . . . . At these frequencies the transform of the re-
sponse to this input would also be zero, and thus the ratio of
output to input would be indetiate. A reduction in
T would increase the period and reduce the number of

indeterminate points. This is shown in figure 18 where the
transform magnitudes of two triangular pulses are plotted.
One has T=l second and a=4, while the other hna T=% and
a=16. The areas under the two trianglea are equal so that
the transformshave equal magnitudes at zero frequency. Re-
ducing T from 1 second to Msecond doubles the period and
moves the fit indeterminate point from a frequency of
47 radians per second to 8r. For purposes of comparison,
transformations of a unit step and a unit impulm am dso
shown.

& T is further reduced, the magnitude of the triangular
pulse more closely approaches the constant value that is
characteristic of the pure impulse. To gain full advantnge
from the smaller T, the slope must be increaaed to maintain
the same area under the pulse. A practical limitation is
fixed by the maximum rate at which a control surface can
be moved, and any further reduction in T reaulta in smaller
over-all magnitudes. The most desirable input, therefore,
is a compromise between large area and short time duration.

From figure 18 it would appear that a pulse-type input is
well suited for determmm“ “ g low-frequency characteristics.
However, the following explanation will show that this is
not true.

Generally it is impossible to return a control surface pre-
cisely to its initial position after application of a pulse input.
Even if a chain stQpor other device is used there is still apt
to be a small rwidual deflection 6(T) after time T.

If 6(T) is exactly zero, then as u approaches zero (from
e.qS.@l) and (B2))

&.o

aT=
R:4

Now if 6(T) is bite, the real and imnginary parts of the
tran9form of the entire input are

R~a$–fi(T)T

thus the zero frequency mngnitude is infinitely large regard-
less of how small IS(n may be. Therefore, even though 6(T)
appears to be zero on a fight record (i. e., 6(T) is less than the
least count of the recording instrument), there is still the
possibility of an infinite error at zero frequency. A step
input is not subject to these large low-frequency errors; an
error of 1 percent in the reading of the step deflection merely
means an error of 1 percent in the transformation.
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APPENDIX C

PREDICTED AIRPLANE RESPONSES

I?or constant forward veloci~ and only small disturbances
from trimmed flight, the equations that ddne the motions
of au airplane can be divided into two independent groups,
tho longitudinal equations and the later&dire@ional equa-
tions. For convenience, these me handled separately in
developing theoretical transfer functions.

LONOITUDmALBRSPONS143

In view of the amumptions made, the longitudinal equa-
tions may be written as

mv(~—~) = ‘~08(cLaa+ CLJp&) (cl)

qos2l~=qosc(cm=a+cm,ead) * (C+z+%~) (C2)

Dividing the equation (Cl) by mV and (C2) by Ixthe equa-
tions may be rewritten as

ff-q=Z=a+Za~68 (C3)

~=.M.a+lMaJt+iW~+kfti (C4)

Applying the Laplace transformation for zero initial condi-
tions and solving simultaneously for g and a gives

q C,J)+-CW
r~’+bD+k

a_ C1.D+I%
%–D’+bD+k

where

(C5)

(C6)

(C7)

(C8)

(C9)

(Clo)

(Cll)

(C12)

The incremental change in normal acceleration is defied as
n=v(a—q).
Thus

f=vk?;)8

=c2.D9+c1mD+cm
D%+bD+k (C13)

There
C2a=V.Zae (C14)

Cl.= – VZaC(M*+M~) (C15)

CO.= – V(MJ?a8-Ma,Z.) = – VCOQ (C16)

Ii most conventional aircraft (lfi and an are very small
compared to Cm and thus

co.
;=D’+bD+k

The stabili@ derivative C==, C~Q-FC~&,md C~8~may be

obtained from approximate exprcasions for the transfer-
function coefficients.

The term C== can be determined from k (eq. (C8)) by
omitting the term Z~Ma. Investigation haa shown that, in
this case, this term is very small compared to K Thus

or

k=–Ma=–cm= ~
Y

cm==-~c (C17)

The damping factor Cmg+Cmhcan be obtained from equa-
tion (C7) by using lmo~ VdUW of b Ud CL..

M.+ M&=–Za–b
or

(C18)
1,

The elevator effectiveness derivative C~aeu be detw-

mined from equation (C9). The term Za8M&is, for conven-
tional aircraft, very small as compared with Ma6, and thus

Ma,= Cl,
or

(C19)

LATEIMLDIRECXIONALRM3PONSlE3

Equations of motion.—The three equations that define
the lateral and directional motions of the airplane may be
written as:

( )(
I=D’–qoSb C,p #v D P+

)
–I&D’-q.Sb C,=& D #–

q.Sb C,&3=q.Sb C,,6 (C20)

( )
–IxzD’-@Jbc.,;V D) ~+@%osb G, &D @–

qoSbC@=q3b Cx#i (C21)

(–woos 7)$o+(?nVD-wsin 7)++

(mVD–@C=J i3=q.SCI-a6(C22)

By dividing equation (C20) by Ix,equation (C21) by l.,
equation (C22) by mV, and by introducing new symbols, the
three equations become:

(F–LJl)p+(-rxlY-.L,D)$ -L@=La~ (C23)

(–rfl-~PD)q+@’-~$)$ -~~fi=~a6 (C24)

–Kp+ (D–K)#+ (D–Y@)6=Ya~ (C25)
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CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

The characteristic equation A is formed by expandhg the
major determinant to give

A=D(CJY+~+W+C,D+ CO) (C26)
where
C4=I–rxrz
~=–Lp–N,– YE(l–r.rJ-rxNp-r~,
C,= (N,+rsL,)YB+ (LP+rXNJYB+ (LJV,-NJG)+

(N@+rJJ
C,= – (LJV,-NJZ,) YP+ (LflP-N&p) –K,(Lfl+r.NP) –

K,(Nfl+r&P)
Co= –K,(LrNfl-N,LJ –.&(L&P-N&P)
These coefficients can be further simplified by making the
following substitutions:
Let

LP’=LP+r=NP Nr’=N+&

L#=Lfl+rxNp Nfl’=Nb+rz.LD

Then the coeihients of the characteristic equation are fially
expressed as

C,= I—r=rz

C3=LP’–Ni– Y~(l –rxr.J

C,=(Nr’+L;)Yb+(L#,–NJ,)+Nb’

C,=– (LJV,-NJ2]Yp+(L@Tv-N&p)–K,Lfl’-XiNfi’

Co=–K,(L,Nb–NrLJ-K,(LJVp–N&p)

Infactored form, equation (C26) is

A=D(D–AJ(D-AJ (D–xJ (D–xJ

where xl and A2are designated as the spiral and rolling roots,
rcapectively, and where ASand ~ are a complex pair (u+tiJ
that dwcribe the oscillatory mode.

For convenience in this investigation A has been expressed
as

A=D(D–X,) @-AJ (U+ GD+C.J

where
c,=–&+~=–2c

cq=A3&=2+u19

Here c, and Q are real coefficients that define the damping
and period of the oscillatory motion.

The quadratic term may also be ycitten in the form

where

%=6
and

1=~
n

~~LIFICA~ONSOFTHECHAEA~ TICEQUATION

If Co and other small terms are neglected when the @h&
path angle -yand when the product of inertia are essentially
zero, the characteristic equation may be written as

A=~~~– (LP+N,+ YJD’+ (LPYP+LJ7,+NP)D-LJ7P]

The cubic term can be factmed exactly so that

A=P(D–LJ[2Y– (N,+ Yfl)D+NP]

This form of the characteristic equation considers only the
osciJlatm-y ~d rolling modes. It enables the coef%cients
Cl, G, and Cl to be expresseddirectly in tams of mrodynamio
derivative or simple combinations thereof.

Even when the product of inertia is significant, the char-
acteristic equation may be factored approximately into tho
simple form

A=D(D–LJ[D’- (N,+ YP)D+N’fl’]

While the factorization is not exact, it is nevertheless
justifiable in many cases.

~- l?uNcmON.9

From the three equations of motion the airplane responacs
in ~, +, and B can be readily calculated. In the following
equations, 3refers to either an aileron or a rudder disturbance.

p_AJJ3+AaD2+AlD+~
8 A

where

&=L&r=Na

A,= –L6(YP+N,)+NJ(L,–rXYP)+ Y&fl’

zL=L8(N,YP+NP)– N8(L6+L,YJ+ YdL,Nfi–NrLJ

AO=K,(N&-N&J

#_B~3+B,D’+B,D+Bo
T A

where .—

B8=Na+rzL5

Bg=–Na(Lp+YJ+LdNp-r~Yp)+YWP’

B1=N&pY5–LfipyP+ya(LJfp-NpLp)

BO=K,(LaiVfl-NaLJ

~D(E~a+E,D’+EID +EO)
6 A

where

&= YJ(l–rxrJ

Ea=-ya(N~+Lp’)-Lgz-Na

%=~~WJNJL) –La(N,–rdG–KJ +N~(r..K,+

Eo=K:(N&,–LJV,) +K,(LENp-NsLJ

Simpli&ations can also be made in these expressiona by
neglecting small quantities; however, this can be shown more
clearly in the numerical example that follows.

mmmmcmEXAMFLZAT.>f-0.8
By use of values of stability derivative shown in table H,

and &th 7=0, predicted reaponsw for p=DP, r=~, and B
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for both aileron and rudder inputs have been calculated and
found to be

A=D(~+3.652~+15 .16~+41.26D+0.0289)

=D(D+O.00070) (D+3.078) (D’+0.573D+13.40)

r –7.60D(D+3.091) (D2+0.0270D+0.208).=
8, A

P 6.16D*(D+4.436) (D–5.21O)
& A

/3_0.0339D(D+3.053)(D+ 225.3)(D-O.00703)
6, A

~=0.699D(D+3.978) (Dz—l.758D+7.358]
6. A

~=36.4D2(D2+0.655D+ 13.68)
& A

P 0.0008D(D+0.990)(D–1 .094)(D–870)
Ex A

When small terms am neglected, r/& can be expressed as

–7.60D’(D+3.091)
*D2(D+3.078)(D2+ 0.573D+13.40)

and then by an approximate cancellation this reduces to

–7.60D
&Dl+o.573D+13.40

Similarly, P/& can be simp~ed by neglecting small terms so
that

B 7.64D2(D+3.053) 7.64
z=D’(D+3.078)(Di+ 0.673D+13.40) %9+0.573D+13.40

It can be seen that this expression for P/6, is practically
identical (with opposite sign) to the integral of the simplilkd
equation for r/&. It is also possible to simplify p/8a as
follows :

36.4D’(D’+0.655D +13.68) 36.4
i-D’(D+3.078)(Dg+ 0.573D+13.40) ‘D+3.078

Similar simplifications have been made for other Mach
numbers and found to be equally vilid.

APPENDIX D

FLIGHTEVALUA!HONOF CIP

From time histories of the free oscillatcz~ responses of p
and r, it is possible to evaluate the derivative Clflas follows.
If the rolling moment and yawing moment equations (C23)

and (C24) are set equal to zero, then the ratio 2 of the free
+

oscillation may be obtained by simultsmeoussolution of the
two equations to give

qJrxLY+ LD)Nfl+(Dg-NrD)&
# (Dg–@)NP+(@2+NJl).b

or
P_ L4D+MF—NAI
J_ NE’D-L#p+NpLfl

The quanti~ Lm@–iV,L~ in the numerator is generally
vwy small and can be neglected. k the denominator, the
term N&6 iEsmall compared to the other terms and can also

be neglected. The ratio, ~ is then simplified to

L/D
FN{(D–LP)

When the complex root b=u+til is substituted for the
operatar D,thisexpression is the ratio of the free oscillatory
responses of p and”# at any time L The ratio of p to Tis
obviously the same and can be axpressed as

P_ L@’(u+icq)
7Nfl’(u+im-Lp)

The actual magnitude of this ratio is

In this form ~/rl is the ratio at any time tof the amplitude
of the envelopes that enclose the oscillatory motions of p
and r; u is the rate of damping of the envelope; and % is the
natural frequency of oscillation. When u is very small as
mmpaced to w it can be omitted; thus

II N~’ and L, are known, it is then possible to evaluate
LB’from measured time histories of p and r.
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TABLE I.—PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEST AIRPLANE

Wiig
Total w----------------------------------
spin ---------------------------------------
&pectmtio --------------------------------
Taper mtio ---------------------------------
Mean aerodynamic chok------.----------_--
Dfiti -----------------------------------
Sweepback of quarter-chord line---------------
Aerodynamic and geometric twist --------------
Root airfoil section (normal to quarter-chord

line).
Tipairfoilsection (normalto quarter-chord line)-

Ailerons
h Woe---------------------------------
sp--------------------------------------
~@ ave~------------------------------
Deflection, maxim urn------------------------
bhati end at---=--------------------------

Horizontal tail
Total area (iicluding 1.20 sq ft covered by

fuselage).
Spare --------------------------------------
bpectmtio --------------------------------
Taper mtio ---------------------------------
lhfainaemdynamic chid ---------------------
Sweepback of 0.25 chord line------------------
MoUseotio=------------------------------
Tdlen@h ---------------------------------

Vertical tail
h, titi ---------------------------------
spin ---------------------------------------
Aspect mtio --------------------------------
Taprmtio ---------------------------------
Sweepback ofquarter<hord line---------------

Rudder
h---------------------------------------
spa--------------------------------------
~o~, ave~------------------------------
Dtiection, ~m------------------------

Take-offweight (o. g. at23.0 percent MAC)-_------
Landingweight (o. g. at21.9 percent MAC)--------
Averageweightfor calaulatione(c. g. at22.5pement

MAC-).
Momentofinertia abutXti----__--------_----
Momentofinertia ahutYti-------------------
Moment ofinertia ahutZ*---------_---------
Inclinationofprincipal Iongitudinalaxis withrespeot

to fumlage reference *

287.9 Sq ft
37.1 ft
4.79
0.51
97.03 in.
3°
36°14’
2°
NACAOO12-64(modiiled)

NACAOO1l-tM (modiihd)

18.6 sq ft
9.18 ft
2.03 ft
14°up, 14°down
51.6 percent b12

35.0 Sq ft

12.8 ft
4.65
0.45
34.7 in.
34°35’
NACAOO1O-64
18.12 ft

34.4 aq ft
7.5 ft
1.74
0.36
85°00’

8.1 Eq ft
6.6 ft
1.23 ft
24.8” right,25”left
1~102 lb
ll,6121b
12,s00 lb

7,245slugftg
17,4soelugft’
23,190 slugw
—2.5”
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TABLE 11.—PARAMETERS USED IN ESTIMATING AIR-
PLANE RESPONSES

Altka(@S6,CH30II&

M... ----------------- 0.6 0.6 0.7 &8 0.9 LO

T~__..-------.---.-. m m m m 875 972

9--------------------- m.o 125.2 17Q6 2226 23L8 347.5C’------------------;: .% .B .16 .]3 .12

a~------------------ . ha &8 28 24 L2
Ixz_-----------...---–r207 –m –w -83 m W1
cLa---------- 4.15 4?$ 4.64 4.Ss 6.40 4.Ea
c.=------------------–.405 –.466 –.614 –.6s2 –.COO------
c-$.-. ------------- –. 207 -.30.5 -. W2 –. 33! –. no . . . ..-

C.,+c-;------ -6.10 -6.20 -0.32 -& 67 -o.6s ------
CIP-----------........-.1025–. C@.67 –. m –. 074 –. 0721 –. m

C.r-- . . . . -------- .1160 .1140 . llw .1272 . lW .1467

–. 600Crfl ------------------ __~ -.701 –. 716 –. m -.757 –. m

Cap------------------- –. 237 –. 376 –. S5 –. m –. U4

c’., — ---------------- —.w –. am –. OMI –. 0120 –. 0va2 –. Cr@s

c+____ ---------- .157 .X30 .116 .Ma . Im .KM

c+ . . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . –. Mao –. 1.%2 –. I&x –. 1970 –. m –. 21?ll

cl, .---.--.-.-------- .0w7 .Oloa .012$ .0166 .0160 .Ols

CL; ------------ –. 0730 –. m –. 0725 –. 0742 –.0733 –. 0.?s2

CT;------------------ . lea . lea . lea .160
r

.160 .160

clJa----- . . . . . . . . . .n2 .114 . lla . U1 .E9 .04a

(?s8------------------ –. O&w .OE!o .Ow .@B1 .IxtH .0103

e,”------------------ .064 .(HM .W4 .004 .rw .(W
●

?.I_-.__..._ . . . . –. 00182 –. IxlU3 –. m –. m –. Ct027 –. CKn77
At__________ –1. Eva -2 !m3 –2. M7 –a 078 -2, W -4. 16s
a--------------------- .m .42a .497 .s73 .079 .740
a.... —------------ 5.N 7.m 9.91 R 40 IE02 23.46
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